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Presented is the first experimental demonstration of a dramatic radiative redistribution in transverse
states for multi-GeV electronsypositrons, interacting with strong crystalline fields. Detailed analysis of
energy loss, photon multiplicities, and scattering distributions leads to new physical insight into open
questions such as radiative coolingyheating of the beams in aligned crystals, validity of the constant-
field approximation, radiative capture of random particles (“feed in”) into channeled states, and the
Landau-Pomeranchuk effect in multiphoton radiation spectra. [S0031-9007(97)04297-X]
PACS numbers: 41.75.Ht, 41.60.–m, 78.70.–gWhen multi-GeV electronsypositrons traverse single
crystals close to axialyplanar directions, QED processes
are strongly influenced by coherent scattering on many
target atoms. Channeling is one type of such coherent
processes [1,2]. Along crystal directions the incident
ultrarelativistic particles “see” very strong electromag-
netic fields (,1011 Vycm). These fields in the particle
rest frame must be multiplied by the Lorentz factor g
(105 106). Under such conditions radiation emission
processes resemble the well-known synchrotron radiation
in very strong fields [3]. Further on, the transverse motion
of such high-energy projectiles during photon emission
is small because the longitudinal radiation formation
length, ,f , is assumed to be short, so the crystalline fields
are nearly constant during the processes—leading to the
so-called constant-field approximation (CFA) [2,3].
The influence of strong fields on QED in the
CFA is dependent on the invariant parameter x ­
geye0, where e is the local field strength, e0 ­
mc2yel-c ­ 1.3 3 1016 Vycm. We use standard notation
for electron charge, mass, Compton wavelength, and
speed of light. For x ¿ 1 classical electrodynamics can
be used, whereas for x * 1 a full quantum description
is needed—already at x , 0.1 quantum effects begin to
appear. In the present experiments x & 1.
Soon after the onset of experimental investigations of
radiation emission from strong crystalline fields the idea
of radiative cooling (RC) [4,5] was brought up in order
to describe the experimental data. RC describes the re-
duction of the particle transverse energy E' [see Eq. (1)
below] due to photon emission and counteracts the mul-
tiple scattering. RC has also been proposed as a technique
to reduce the exit-angle spread [6], i.e., angular cooling in
contrast to angular heating (increase of angular spread).0031-9007y97y79(18)y3415(4)$10.00From our experiments [7] we concluded at that time
that the photon spectra are very sensitive to multiple
scattering and radiative cooling—but only for incident
angles smaller than the Lindhard angle cc.
Later comparisons between our CERN results [8]
and new calculations (based on CFA) by Kononets [9]
showed large discrepancies between experimental data
and calculations, especially for thin targets. It was
proposed to change total cross sections for radiation
emission and electron scattering.
This led to an upgrade of the CERN detector. The
present results from this new setup present a breakthrough
in the understanding of the basic QED processes in
crystals, i.e., influence of RC on photon spectra from
electrons and positrons, applicability of the CFA, and the
influence of effects like the Landau-Pomeranchuk (LP)
effect [10]. In this effect the photon yields are suppressed
because the multiple scattering angle along the coherence
length is larger than the photon emission angle g21 and
the coherence is destroyed.
The CERN experiment (NA-43) was performed at the
Super Proton Synchrotron using 150 GeV e1ye2. The
experimental arrangement can be found in Ref. [11], p. 80.
In short, three drift chambers give incident and exit angles
with respect to the target. A tagging system and lead-glass
detectors measure the emitted radiation energy below 140
and above 4 GeV, respectively. From photon conversion
in a thin (1 mm) Pb converter followed by solid-state
detectors the average photon multiplicities are obtained.
Two k110l Si crystals (0.6 and 1.4 mm thick) and a 1.5 mm
thick k100l diamond were used as targets.
In the following some typical experimental results
are presented from which the new physics is ex-
tracted. Radiation spectra are given as enhancements,© 1997 The American Physical Society 3415
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average Bethe-Heitler yields from amorphous targets.
Here Er is the radiated energy, L the target thickness, N
the number of projectiles; the radiation length Lrad ­ 9.4
and 12.2 cm for Si and diamond, respectively. Incident
and exit angles, uin and uout, are polar angles with respect
to the actual crystal axis. Hereby the strong influence of
doughnut scattering [2] is eliminated.
In Fig. 1 are shown typical radiation spectra for
150 GeV e1ye2 together with average photon multiplici-
ties and radiative energy loss. The general picture for
radiation emission from multi-GeV e1ye2 in aligned
crystals can be learned from this figure, i.e., in a crystal
,1 mm thick electrons radiate up to 50 times more
energy than in an amorphous target. The best channeled
positrons radiate half as much [Fig. 1(d)]. The average
photon multiplicities are 5–10 [Fig. 1(c)] leading to mean
free paths lf of 0.1–0.2 mm as compared to 30–50 mm
in amorphous diamond and Si, so lf for emission of GeV
photons is reduced by around 2 orders of magnitude.
Applicability of the CFA.—It can be shown in the
CFA that for x & 1 the characteristic radiation formation
length ,f coincides with the coherence length of char-
FIG. 1. Radiation spectra (a), (b), photon multiplicities (c),
and radiative energy loss (d) for 150 GeV electrons (curves 1,
3, and 5) and positrons (curves 2 and 4) incident on the 1.5 mm
thick k100l diamond (curves 1 and 2) and on the 0.6 mm
(curves 3 and 4) and 1.4 mm (curves 5) thick k110l Si crystals.
The incident-angle regions are 0 , uin , 10 mrad for (a), (b),
and 0 , uin , 20 mrad for (c).3416acteristic photons ,csh¯vd ­ 2l-cgsE 2 h¯vdyh¯v, where
h¯v is the average energy of emitted photons. This gives
a possibility directly from experimental data to solve the
question of the CFA applicability, which has been under
debate for many years [12].
From the energy loss and photon multiplicity spectra
in Fig. 1 it is easy to estimate a characteristic photon
energy h¯v in a multiphoton chain emitted by a particle
incident close to axial directions. The typical energy
loss for electrons in the 0.6 mm Si crystal is ø40 GeV
and photon multiplicities ø4 giving h¯v ø 10 GeV. The
same value for h¯v is found for positrons. The coherence
length ,cs10 GeVd ­ 3.2 mm and has to be compared to
a typical longitudinal interaction length ,k for a particle
incident at the Lindhard angle cc to the axis. For such
particles ,k ø 1 Åycc ø 2.7 mm , ,csh¯vd. So, during
the formation time for a characteristic photon the radiating
electrons interact with a continuum crystalline field [1]
that changes not only its value but even the sign, leading
to violation of the CFA [2,3] in the main region of photon
frequencies. This means that the CFA is not a good
approximation for the present cases.
It should be pointed out that the situation becomes more
dramatic for characteristic photons in thicker Si and dia-
mond crystals. For the present Si targets the experimen-
tal results are in good agreement with calculations by
Kononets [9], where the simplest phenomenological cor-
rections for radiation probabilities were introduced.
Angular coolingyheating.—In Fig. 2 is seen the first
real experimental demonstration of radiative angular
coolingyheating for 150 GeV e1ye2 incident on Si.
The average exit angles kuoutl are given for increasing
energy Ee of the exiting particles, which is equivalent
to decreasing radiative energy loss Er . The full-drawn
curves correspond to the Lindhard angles ccsEed [1].
Four incident-angle regions (two below and two above
cc) are presented in the figure. In general, it is found
that positrons always come out of the crystals with
angles kuoutl . kuinl. For electrons a similar picture is
found for kuinl , ccsEd, giving kuoutl ø ccsEed . kuinl,
whereas for kuinl . ccsEd the exit angles are reduced:
kuoutl , kuinl for Ee * 40 GeV, which corresponds to
angular cooling. In Si this effect is much stronger than
in diamond. Note that multiple scattering alone would
increase kuoutl by (1–10)% compared to kuinl, depending
on L, Ee, and kuinl.
The influence of g emission on the particle motion in
a crystal can be seen from the simple classical channeling
picture [1,2]. If we assume the g emission to be a
localized process in transverse coordinates r', then in the
continuum approximation the transverse particle energy
E' ­ mgy
2u2y2 1 Usr'd (1)
is conserved between g-emission events and the particle
velocity y remains unchanged during an emission process.
Here u is the angle between y and the axis, Usr'd is
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trons and positrons traversing the 0.6 and 1.4 mm thick k110l Si
crystals, as functions of the exit energy Ee for various incident-
angle regions (hatched): (a) 0 , uin , 18.5 mrad, (b) 18.5 ,
uin , 37 mrad, (c) 40 , uin , 50 mrad, and (d) 60 , uin ,
80 mrad. The full-drawn curves represent the Lindhard angle
ccsEed. The minima on the electron curves in (c) and (d)
show that RC is dominating over multiple scattering for Ee *
60 GeV.
the continuum potential energy [1]. From this a simple
relation between angles before (ui) and after (uf) a g
emission is obtained, i.e.,







fUsr0'd 2 kUlig , (2)
where r0' is transverse coordinate of the g-emission event,
symbols k. . .li and k. . .lf denote the averaging over initial
and final states of the radiating particle, respectively.
For positrons Usr0'd . 0 and
jkUlij, jkUlf j ¿ jUsr0'dj (3)
in the main regions of r0', which gives









As u is unchanged when the particle crosses a target
surface, it follows from Eq. (4) that ku2outl . ku2inl, i.e.,
positrons experience angular heating, even though the
transverse energy is reduced.
For electrons Usr0'd , 0 and here two important
incident-angle regions have to be distinguished:sad uin ¿ cc ;
sbd uin . cc .
A detailed analysis shows that in case (a) the radiation
emission and multiple scattering result in capture to high-
lying states in the potential well, for which kuoutl . kuinl,
i.e., angular heating. In case (b) Eqs. (3) and (4) lead to
ku2outl , ku
2
inl, i.e., angular cooling.
By introducing the probability Wradsh¯v, E, r0'd for
emitting a photon of energy h¯v at a point r0' and
integrating over the 2D unit cell of r0' and over all emitted
photon energies one gets from Eq. (4) the variation of ku2l















Here re ­ e2ymc2, U0 the potential-energy value at the
atomic-row axis, S0' the transverse area per atomic row.
Equation (5) is obtained from classical calculations,
which is valid for the strong-field parameter x , 1 cor-
responding to projectile energies &100 GeV in Si and dia-
mond crystals. The angular coolingyheating [Eq. (5)] has













where E is the particle energy in MeV. The ratio of the












~ hc2c , (7)
where h is the average enhancement of radiation emission.
One gets easily R . 1 for electron energies *60 GeV in
k110l Si, so a strong angular cooling should be observed
in good agreement with the results shown in Fig. 2.
The c2c dependence in the right-hand side of Eq. (7)
explains why the angular cooling effects in the k100l
diamond target are much weaker than in k110l Si in
spite of higher values of the enhancement and photon
multiplicities (Fig. 1). From Eqs. (5)–(7) it is found that
the ratio R along the k110l in diamond must be ,3 times
higher than for the same direction in Si. This effect will
be investigated in a coming experiment.
From Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) it is seen that some electrons
with uin . ccsEd come out with angles uout , ccsEed
and have radiated *100 GeV. Therefore such electrons
most probably have been channeled during part of their
passage. Thus, radiation emission along k110l in Si leads
to a feed-in process for electrons.
The influence of the LP effect can be detected in
multiphoton spectra by measuring angular distributions
of particles which radiate significantly less than average.
These particles, if subject to suppression of the LP type,
would undergo anomalously large scattering.3417
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averaged incident angles ku2inl as a function of average incident
angle for 150 GeV e2 and e1 traversing the 1.5 mm thick
k100l diamond crystal with small radiative losses Er .
Such a situation really takes place in the k100l diamond
target, as it is seen from Fig. 3, where experimental re-
sults for D ­ ku2outl 2 ku
2
inl are presented as functions of
kuinl for electrons (D2) and positrons (D1) with radiated
energy 4.3 , Er , 10 GeV. Though D1 is ,3 times
smaller than D2 at uin # cc, both quantities exceed con-
siderably Damms ø 240 mrad 2, characteristic for multiple
scattering in an amorphous target of the same thickness
L ­ 1.5 mm. With increasing uin the curves D1 and D2
approach one another, and a characteristic value of D2 is
ø5Damms for 1 # uinycc # 3. If we assume suppressed
photon yields for h¯v & 3 GeV, then ,csh¯vd . 11 mm,
and it is easy to get from the data presented that for such
distances D2s,cd > D2sLd ,cyL * g22. These consid-
erations clearly show that the LP effect acts as a mecha-
nism for selecting large-angle scattering events in angular
distributions of particles with small radiative losses.
This new possibility for detecting the LP effect is of
particular interest for single crystals of heavy elements.
Results obtained for radiation from 150 GeV electrons in
0.2 mm k111l W are currently being analyzed and will be
published later.
In conclusion, the CFA which has been used in most
calculations for multi-GeV particles in crystals has its
limitations. New theoretical approaches are needed. The
strong RC forms a mechanism for capturing particles
from above-barrier states into the channeling regime, the
efficiency of which grows sharply with increasing energy,
and changes radically all the physics of channeling of
ultrahigh-energy electrons and positrons. For electrons
with incident angles uin . cc the RC leads to angular3418cooling (collimation). It strengthens considerably an
effective electron interaction with crystal atomic chains
and may open new ways for studying deep inelastic
processes from electrons on crystal nuclei, etc. Interesting
possibilities for applications of the RC in the accelerator
physics were discussed recently in Ref. [13].
The results also show that we have a new method
for detecting the LP effect along axial directions in
crystals where the multiple scattering is strongly enhanced
[11,14]. In amorphous targets such an effect needs
10–100 TeV particles [15]. The LP effect is relevant
for many physics applications like calorimeters for TeV
machines (LHC, etc.). It suppresses pair production and
thereby influences electromagnetic showers. This changes
cosmic ray air showers [16] which are used to determine
the total energy of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays. The LP
effect also has its analog in suppression of gluon emission
from nuclear matter [17].
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